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MINUTES OF CITY COUNCIL
SHEFFIELD LAKE, OHIO
August 20, 2013
The regular meeting of the City Council was held Tuesday, August 20, 2013. Council
President Rosso called the meeting to order at 7 pm.
THE INVOCATION WAS GIVEN BY: Kay Fantauzzi, who then led in the Pledge
of Allegiance.
*******************ROLL CALL OF MEMBERS************************
Present:
Rosso, Elliott, Smith, Kovach, Cizl, McCullough, Erdei, Mayor Bring,
Finance Director Smith, Law Director Graves, Treasurer Woods (7:30
pm)
Absent:
Council person Stark, Service Director Smith (excused)
Attending: Concerned Citizens, Members of the Media: Avon Lake Press
READING OF THE MINUTES:
A – Council – *Motion by McCullough/Second by Kovach to accept the minutes of
the July 23, 2013 Council meeting with any corrections. Yeas All.
CORRESPONDENCE:
A – Monthly report of court receipts for month of July, 2013 as submitted by Clerk of
Courts Francine Shover - $5939.20.
PRESENTATIONS:
Mayor Bring submitted the name of Rosa Gee for the position of Demolition Board.
*Motion by McCullough/Second by Kovach to approve Rosa Gee for the position of
Demolition Board. ROLL CALL FOR APPROVAL: Yeas All – McCullough, Cizl,
Erdei, Kovach, Smith, Elliott.
Mayor Bring swore in Rosa Gee for the position of Demolition Board.
********************************************************************
CITY COUNCIL REPORTS
Roads, Drains, Water, Sewer and Refuse: None./Safety: None./Buildings, Lands,
Vehicles & Equipment: None./Ordinance: None./Finance & Audit: None./Council
Representative to the Joyce Hanks Community Center: Representative McCullough
advised some general points that are coming up right now, if you notice on the sign
they are advertising for yoga classes that are tentatively scheduled for mid-September
and they are available to anyone and a small fee will be charged. Although verbally
confirmed by the Board of Elections the grant obtained by for them for the concrete
repair work by the threshold remains in limbo. They are waiting for the state to release the funds and then schedule the work. The buildings floor burnishing machine
which is over 15 years old is being laid to rest probably as we speak. He was using it
and it went dead, there is no way to fix it and approximately $1000 to $1200 for a
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new one. So I think it is pretty cheap for what he needs to do, he burnishes once a
week. You may get something in front of you of how we can finance it but he is going to need one. Right now he has got a rental. The Ohio Department of Health and
Department of Agriculture just got done with their quarterly inspections and there
were no violations. Fire suppression has just been serviced this past quarter and the
kitchen hood is scheduled to be cleaned in September. There are sporadic leaks in the
west room in the Civic Center, those repairs have been covered under the Neal Barral
warranty except the puncture that was discovered in June. Part of the problem and Pat
thinks it might be a problem is they put that roof on and then they put the solar panels
on and with the high winds that we have experienced through a couple of storms it
may be flexing that roof a little bit. He is going to ask somebody when they are up
there if they can check into that because as anybody knows a flat roof is very hard to
find a leak but we discussed it and pretty much those panels act like sails. The second
annual summer picnics for the Lorain County Chapter of the public employee retirement system as well as the local Chapter of the Red Hatters. Although rare Pat will be
withholding a deposit of a wedding there on August 17th, they used sticky hooks on
the painted walls and did considerable damage to those walls. Last night after the
meeting Pat had to stay and mud the walls with a joint compound and that will be a 3day process of course whenever you get a hole in drywall. Along those lines, can I
ask David if he can take a look at the contract and maybe rewrite that contract for
when people exceed the deposited amount as far as damages. One hundred dollars –
Pat will have more than that just in time and material and it shouldn’t be just time and
material. It should be high where we can recoup the money that it actually costs to get
it done. I personally think that $100.00 is too cheap for a deposit on the center on a
Saturday night because people can walk away with that $100.00 and then Pat has to
clean it. I would pay somebody $100.00 for my mess. He is afraid that if he raises the
deposit though that he wouldn’t get the rentals but I think he will still have the rentals. Meals on Wheels is 82 meals a day and currently the food bank is serving 91
families or 310 people monthly. All the shows that normally go on like the CCC, Erie
Shore, Northern Ohio gaming, AA, knitting and yarn groups, yoga classes, card
games and Boy/Girl Scouts, Soccer. Councilman Erdei stated I know I mentioned it
the one time and I saw it up there just for that one month that I saw the one scheduled
Council meeting, is he going to at least continue to put that on at least a few days before our Council meetings. Representative McCullough answered I didn’t ask him
about that, his big thing right now is trying to keep people abreast of what is going on
within the community and not including Council and it is probably an oversight on
his part and I will drop him a line. If you go past there that thing changes every day,
so he is up there trying to get in it. If you scroll too fast you get none of the information and if you scroll too slow you have to drive back and forth to get all the information. Councilman Cizl asked can I have an idea of how the solar panels are doing, cost savings wise? Representative McCullough answered other than the pole that
needs to be moved that was costing us money I guess. Actually Len has that infor-
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mation. Finance Director Smith advised we get a report on a fairly regular basis of
how many trees we have saved. Representative McCullough advised is it printing
money – no but it is not costing us as much money I guess would be the answer. President Rosso asked does it work like the windmills where we get a credit back. Finance Director Smith answered it does save us. I will check on that and let you know.
Representative McCullough advised are next scheduled meeting is November 18th at
7 pm at the Community Center./Council Representative to the Zoning Board of Appeals: None./Council Representative to the Planning Commission: None./Council
Representative to the Park Board: Member Kovach reviewed the minutes of the July
15, 2013 meeting.
********************************************************************
ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS
MAYORS REPORT: Mayor Bring advised most of you know that Mr. Smith has
probably not been here for the last 3-1/2 weeks and he probably will not be here for a
couple of months. He needs to get some things taken care of and when he comes back
I am sure he will enlighten you but I will continue on with my report. Right now Pat
and I are handling that part of service. I have been taking a lot of phone calls, I have
been here every day. I have given the guys enough work for the next 2 months. Pat
and I are fielding all the phone calls, he is taking some and I am taking some. So far it
is working. Pat canceled 1 of his vacations that he was going to do to make sure that
this was taken care of and I will tell you the guys in the departments have stepped up
basically because I am here every day too though. I am spending a little bit time here
then I should but things are getting done and I am very happy with the way things are
going. When Mr. Smith gets back we will get in the groove here but until then I will
be handling it. Just to let you know, we started Lafayette Ditch as we have had a tremendous amount of flooding over here at the corner with a couple of these houses.
What we are going to do is actually cut across the road and continue the water all the
way down into the lake. Before it was actually splitting right and splitting left and the
water was getting backed up, so I have already had them go down with the one machine and do some grinding and get some of that brush cleared out. We went back
with the backhoe and cleaned it out. We went through 4 driveways and blew it out
with the white truck and they were full of mud, there was no water going down there.
That water actually goes down and then actually crosses the road down there by BiRite underneath the road and I see people go down after we dug out the ditch and
there is still water there and they are all pointing. Well we still have to continue all
the way through where I had them cut through there. There is supposed a ditch, it is
not – it is flat so we have to cut that up. There was someone that came out and said
that has not been done since 1971. That is one thing we are working on. Walker Road
– if you have gone down there, I had Frank clear all the brush on the one side and he
got half way down the other side. We are going to continue that and we are going to
dig that ditch out and throw the dirt on top of that and Pat is coming back with the
bulldozer and we are going to bulldoze all that. So we started that. We are going to go
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after that, we have got the ditch over there behind Speedway that is not really that
open. We are going to take the machine down there and go in and clean that out and
again dig that out. So those are 3 major things that we are doing. We are taking the
grindings which have been laying behind Shoreway Shopping Center for the last 4
years, we have got probably half of that moved over to Guenther Park. Pat has bulldozed that and we are going to roll that out after we got done. That should take care
of most of those grindings, we have got a few other places we are going to take that.
Behind Volunteer Field over there – there was just a dirt field, Mr. Griffith actually
took all our grindings from our streets over there and the day before that kick ball
tournament bulldozed all of that and rolled it out. There is probably 150 parking places that he did with that. There are some additional dumpsters that we still had here,
Pat and I have determined that we are no longer going to have those. I had him get
the chipper that Mr. Gardner said was going to take up way too much time and it has
been on-going for I can’t tell you how many years. We kept throwing the branches in
the dumpster and pushing them down and we had probably 90% of air space. So we
had a big pile of branches the other day, I had it chipped up and Pat said it took him
15 minutes. So this is going to be the new process. When he got done with the chipper a resident pulled in and said can I have the chips? So that is the whole idea so we
are going to continue that and keep a pile there and we are going to get rid of those
dumpsters and that should save us several thousand dollars a year. The street cleaner
– the one that you see, that big white one – that has broke down and I will tell you I
wasn’t real happy with that anyway. We are going to get rid of that and we will have
to bring that to you guys. For right now I temporarily put a brush on the back of a
tractor and I had him go up and down Lake Road the other day, he actually did it
twice and it took him probably an hour and a half. If that would have been that big
street sweeper it would have been 6 hours. Plus we took the street sweeper, we would
have to take that stuff and put it in a dumpster and had to fill out the manifest papers
and that costs us several hundred dollars so throughout the year that was a couple of
thousand dollars. So we are going to eliminate that process but next year we are looking into an attachment that goes onto the skid-steer that has a brush that sticks out to
the side because on these side streets some of them are angled and we need to get that
out there. So we are probably going to get that into the process and it is not that expensive. The maintenance alone in what we had on that white sweeper will cover the
costs on that, so that is what we are going to do with that. We have got almost all of
the roads paved; we have Erieview to do and Oak Street. The reason we didn’t do
Erieview the other day is because we had the first day of school starting today plus
we had garbage pickup on that end of the street. We did not want to conflict with that.
I will say that we had taken some no parking signs over there and put them up so the
people would stay off of the streets and we came back 2 hours later and they were
stolen. The other problem is that the other day when they chipped the street they back
to clean the street out to get the grindings out of there and people were already parking on streets. The guys just said screw it and they left and then we had people calling
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and saying they didn’t clean the street. Yes they didn’t clean the streets because everybody was parking there and that will be something else I bring to you too. The
parking is out of hand on all these streets. Garbage on Monday on the west end of
town, the excess; because we have an overflow for the third week of the month was
not picked up and that was due to the fact that the trucks had a breakdown. So they
went back today and they were supposed to take care of that and I am assuming they
did but I did call them. Councilman McCullough stated the guy stayed out and at 7
pm he picked ours up on Monday night. He was out at 7 o’clock still picking up, they
were doing that section of Hawthorne down by Oliver and he was fighting around
them but he was carrying garbage while they were working on the street so he was
doing his job, more than his job. Mayor Bring continued we had a water main break
on Irving Park and that has happened a couple of times over there, we did fix that
which that took a 25-inch clamp. Irvin Park has a serious problem with breaks and so
is Lake Breeze, those 2 things are going to have to be addressed here and I am going
to have to get the engineer involved and see how we are going to address this. If you
go down Lake Breeze and look at all the patches, we are running out of patches. We
have probably got $7000 to $8000.00 in clamps in a 25-foot area. So it is getting to
the point where it is getting ridiculous and the other day was the same thing. We can’t
fix something/you get a break on Sunday and paying the guys overtime/school is going to start so we had to get this thing done as fast as we could so the only thing we
could was to clamp it off for now and we will have to go back and address that. Getting back to the parking, in Sheffield Village, Avon Lake and Bay Village – this is
something we will discuss in Worksession – they have no parking at night time on the
streets. Pat told me to bring that to you guys because basically the Safety Forces are
having a hard time getting down the streets with cars parked and when they do snowplows the snow banning does not work because by the time they get out there and
everybody is complaining and then I am supposed to declare that but that is not true
because as soon of snow they have to get off the streets and it is a big fiasco because
all they do is fight and argue with them so that is something that I am going to be
bringing to you guys and we will have more discussion on that. I drove around the
city for the last 2 days in the evening and during the day and looked at all the cars
parked and it is totally out of hand. You can tell the police whatever you want but
there is so many cars parked on the street that you can’t even get around these streets
anymore – it is ridiculous. So that is another thing that we will address. Just one thing
is that Rob DeChant our new mechanic, you know I never say anything about this
guy but he has fixed so many things here since he has been here I can’t tell you what
a blessing it is to have that guy and how many things he has fixed and I have to give
that guy credit. He has been an outstanding employee and that is not saying that the
guys aren’t but the lack of having someone like this around to do stuff and he has just
saved us a ton of stuff and I just want to thank him. The other part is that we only
have 3 guys over there in the Street Department and we got 1 off now and the other
one is going off tomorrow and Pat will be all by himself so all this stuff that I just
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told you about, this is with 3 guys and most of the time it is only 2 guys and a lot of
things are getting done but we basically only have 2 guys on most of the time. The
other reminder is what Steve said is we have that August 24th for the fishing tournament, it probably wouldn’t hurt to go down and see what is going on and say hi. Then
September 19th we have the festival going on. Councilman McCullough stated if none
of you have ever seen a water main break or how they fix them ask them to call the
next time – it is pretty incredible number one. I am glad you said something about the
25-inch, the 6-inch one that they normally use is $800.00 and they were literally putting this one this far from another break they already had. So we are going to have to
as a Council help and make sure and try to figure something out they we can start attacking these problems because they are problems because once he put the one strap
on he had a whole line just blow out the bottom of the pipe. President Rosso stated I
am sure I would be willing to listen to whatever the Mayor and the Service Director
have to say. Councilman McCullough asked are our guys not licensed to change that
pipe? Mayor Bring answered I don’t know about that, it is our pipe. Councilman
McCullough stated I am just asking, I have been trying to find out that answer and I
can’t find whether they are or they are not. Mayor Bring answered most of those guys
all have certifications through several things. Councilman McCullough stated I think
most of it has to do with how that collar goes on there. Mayor Bring answered I am
not sure but I can find out. Councilman Erdei stated going way back when I was going to Council meetings and it was probably just before they were wanting to do that
wind turbine in the shopping center, I thought you guys had agreed and from what my
understanding was that there was going to be a fence around that wind turbine instead
of just those rocks that are there now. What is going on with that, we are lucky no one
has ever tried attempting to climb that thing. Mayor Bring answered even if you put a
fence up, you are going to put barb wire, etc. but you are never going to keep anybody off of there that wants to go on there. Mr. Smith and I discussed the fact last
year there is a guy over on Oster Road that makes these decorative rocks and I think
that is the way we were going to go. We have been discussing this for quite some
time and I can say that it has gotten away from us but there has been some other issues and when I have been talking to Mr. Smith and with everything that has come up
here lately. There is a few things that have been put on the back burner and that is
probably one of them. I probably won’t address that right away. Also, I didn’t tell you
about this but Shoreway Lounge has announced that they are not going to be open after next month. We also lost one of the internet café’s. We are trying to be very frugal
with what is going in Shoreway right now. If I do that over there it will come out of
the Shoreway fund. Like I said trying to keep somebody out of there completely is
next to impossible but we do need to make it look better. Councilman McCullough
asked which internet café? Mayor Bring answered Gus’s. *Motion by Kovach/Second by Erdei to accept the report. Yeas All./FINANCE DIRECTORS
REPORT: Finance Director Smith reported I just got notification from the county
that they cut our local government fund another $2000.00 just through the end of this
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year so that means that there is a good chance that our funds will be cut next year as
well. I know it doesn’t sound like a lot but when you are down to trying to figure out
who is going to get paid what $2000.00 means a lot. Next month I will probably be
bringing you some changes, I am going to try to lower some things to keep us going.
*Motion by Elliott/Second Kovach to accept the report. Yeas All./TREASURER
REPORT: report attached./SERVICE DIRECTORS REPORT: None./SAFETY
DIRECTORS REPORT: Mayor Bring advised remember school has started so be
very careful out there, there is a lot of kids running around out there. The other problem is and Dave and I discussed this the other day if you saw some stuff going on in
Avon Lake, they are addressing a drug problem and we are probably going to be
something similar to that and having some meetings. I actually talked to the school
Principal yesterday and asked if I could do a little talk with them and talk about this
problem that we are having. We have had about 8 overdoses here in the last 4 months
and most of them have been brought back through the Narcan drug but we are going
to have to look into this a little bit more seriously. Councilman Elliott stated the overdoses are county wide epidemic, in this whole part of the state that number has actually exploded. It is something that I am not sure law enforcement can address but we
should probably try. Mayor Bring advised we are going to need outside help on this, I
know that Mr. DeWine is having a meeting Thursday about this and he has invited
Mayors and unfortunately I can’t make it there but obviously if he is getting involved
there is people that are complaining about it and it does need to be addressed. Our Police Force is way too small to chase these guys around all day, so we are going to
look for something/some kind of help. *Motion by Kovach/Second by Elliott to accept the report. Yeas All./LAW DIRECTOR REPORT: Law Director Graves advised
on Mr. McCullough’s comment on raising the deposit fees at the Community Center
and that is set by ordinance. The Park Board does have jurisdiction over rules and
regulations for the Center but the fees are actually set by Council by ordinance section 969. So if Council wanted to take that issue up, perhaps Buildings and Lands
Committee would be appropriate committee to discuss that. He reviewed legislation
set forth for tonight. Councilman McCullough asked on Council#036 – this is costing
us nothing? Law Director Graves answered that is correct. Councilman McCullough
asked on Council#037, I am not reading this right – in the event there are urgent reasons for filling vacancies in the Sheffield Lake Police Department and the Civil Service Commission is unable to certify a new list of perspective candidates the city may
appoint a part-time Patrolman to a temporary full-time Patrolman pursuant to ORC
124.3. The questions I have here is it doesn’t read that the people that we just put on
full-time fall under this because we haven’t had a Civil Service Commission. Law Director Graves answered that language is just a whereas clause explaining the need for
this legislation, that language is directly out of the ORC and that was part of the motion when we appointed those part-timers. If you recall when we made the motion to
appoint them as provisional full-timers – that language is in there. That is the language from the ORC that allows for provisional full-time employment so given that
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we have made that appointment it is necessary to set the rate of pay. Councilman
McCullough stated I thought we set the rate of pay with that ordinance? Law Director
Graves answered no that was modifying part-time pay. Councilman McCullough
stated now we want to take the part-time guys who are taking the full-time hours –
pay them full-time pay at the highest rate? President Rosso clarified not the part-time,
the 2 provisional full-time guys. Councilman McCullough stated I know but if you go
on to read this it pays them at the highest full-time Patrolman as set forth in the CBA.
President Rosso stated yes it pays them at the same rate as every other full-time Officer. Councilman McCullough debated no it doesn’t – it pays them the highest rate.
Law Director Graves concurred. He explained I think the point is that the 2 individuals that we appointed have years and years of law enforcement experience as Officers. Councilman McCullough advised I am not denying that. Law Director Graves
continued they would have reached the highest full-time threshold, they currently
earn 90% of the highest full-time pay. Finance Director Smith added and we have no
one that makes the minimum – we have nobody at the lower rate. They are going to
be at the same rate the other Patrolman are that are current and they get no other benefits. Councilman Smith stated I thought it was 90%? Councilman McCullough stated
that is what we agreed to, that is what I thought we agreed even when we did this and
we were moving that around so they didn’t have to go through their hours again.
President Rosso clarified no that was part-time, that is different than these provisional. So don’t confuse the part-time rate that we changed a Council meeting or so ago
with this rate for these 2 people that are provisional hires. When we hired them they
fell under the 90% because that is what it says in today’s language. It has nothing to
do with that ordinance that we passed for part-time employees. Councilman Smith
asked so this ordinance is actual pay ordinance for a temporary provisional full-time
employee for these 2. Law Director Graves stated another caveat of the employment
was that it would be a period not to exceed 120 days so at the end of that period of
time when they revert back to part-time they would go back to the 90% rate. This is
just for the time that they are working full-time hours. Councilman McCullough stated I am aware but I would have like to have known this though when we did it not
that it would really made a difference. President Rosso stated don’t confuse the parttime rate that we changed a Council meeting or so ago for these 2 people that are
provisional temporary full-time. Law Director Graves advised another caveat in the
employment was that it would for a period of not to exceed 120 days. So at the end of
that period of time when they revert back to part-time they would go back to the 90%.
This is just for the time that they are working full-time. Councilman McCullough
stated I am aware of this, I would like to have known this though when we did it, not
that it would have really made a difference. Finance Director Smith added but they
are outside the bargaining units and they get no other benefits. President Rosso stated
they are able to be paid today at the 90% rate, they just want to take it to the 100% for
these provisional positions. Councilman Smith stated if you are saying it like that
then I know what he (Council McCullough) saying – well that should have come up.
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President Rosso advised when we appointed them to the provisional spots. Councilman Smith concurred and we are going to increase their pay to 100% after they become full-time. Councilman McCullough asked the union doesn’t have a problem
with this? Finance Director Smith stated we didn’t know we would ask them be hired
provisionally at the time we hired them part-time because we didn’t know Monica
was leaving and then we have a full-timer out on sick leave. Councilman McCullough
stated you are going off the CBA and their don’t have a problem with us paying them
the highest full-time rate? Finance Director Smith answered correct. Councilman
Smith stated that is Patrolman rate, not Sergeant rate. Councilman McCullough stated
they signed up for it. I don’t have a problem with that because I mean they are doing
full-time work and they got 30 some odd years of experience. Does the 120 days still
go into effect being that they are full-time provisional employees, being that they
stepped up from part-time to full-time. That part-time is still valid, that part-time is
still valid. Councilman McCullough stated like I said not that it makes a difference, I
just would have liked to have done all of this at once and it does make a difference it
just feels funny that we are coming back a month later. Law Director Graves advised
keep in mind too, the reason for the other ordinance was because the way the previous pay ordinance read for the part-timers. These guys would have had to work 3000
hours and the other thing is I know it is odd that our newest appointees are the ones
fulfilling this job. These positions were offered to all the other part-time people.
Councilman McCullough reiterated David I not questioning that at all, I totally understand all of that but I am just saying that it would have nice to just do this all at
once and it looks like okay and it looks like okay we know all up front. If I was just
walking off the street and picked this up and I was sitting out there I would be at the
podium in about 30 seconds asking the same questions. I totally agree with what we
did, I know what we did and I know why we had to do it, I know who was offered
everything – it is just that back then we should have said hey we are going to come at
you with an ordinance next month that is going to establish their rates – that is all, it
just seems funny. I didn’t say it was wrong because if you remember right I thought
we needed to move along with that and I pushed through on that and also the parttime pay that should have been this meeting. *Motion by Erdei/Second by
McCullough to accept the report. Yeas All.
CITIZEN’S COMMENTARY:
Rosa Gee, 588 Kenilworth stated next Thursday there is going to be a meeting here
at the Library here in Sheffield Lake. It is going to be a brief meeting since the Library closes at 8:30 so we have to leave prior to their closing so they can organize
and the reason this meeting is going to be happening is as everybody is aware November 5th on the ballot we have the tax issue #18 is the issue number. We are trying
to gather some people around to help support and help get the information out on the
ballot. So if anybody knows of someone or if any Councilmen want to come and again
it is this Thursday at 7 pm.
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
Councilman Erdei asked what is going with that OPBA, they were going on – you
guys were negotiating they wanted money. Law Director Graves stated they had expressed the desire under the current contract to reopen and they have decided not to
proceed with that. We will be in negotiations with all 3 bargaining units, well at least
2 of the bargaining units coming up.
NEW BUSINESS: None.
ORDINANCES AND RESOLUTIONS:
Council#036 – EMERGENCY – a resolution authorizing the Mayor to enter into an
agreement with the Lorain County Metro Parks to construct a temporary walking trail
along the south side of Forestlawn right of way between Idlewood and Harris and the
declaring of an emergency.
*Motion by Elliott/Second by Kovach for SUSPENSION OF RULES:
ROLL CALL FOR SUSPENSION OF RULES: Yeas All – Elliott, Cizl, Smith, Erdei,
Kovach, McCullough.
*Motion by Elliott/Second by Kovach for ADOPTION:
ROLL CALL FOR ADOPTION: Yeas All – Kovach, Smith, Erdei, McCullough, Elliott, Cizl.
Resolution Passes#35-13
Council#037 – EMERGENCY – an ordinance of the Council of the Sheffield Lake
establishing the rate of pay for temporary provisional Full-time Patrol Officers for the
City of Sheffield Lake’s Police Department effective July 21, 2013 and the declaring
of an emergency.
*Motion by Elliott/Second by Kovach for SUSPENSION OF RULES:
ROLL CALL FOR SUSPENSION OF RULES: Yeas All – McCullough, Cizl, Elliott,
Kovach, Smith, Erdei.
*Motion by Elliott/Second by Kovach for ADOPTION:
ROLL CALL FOR ADOPTION: Yeas All – Erdei, McCullough, Elliott, Kovach,
Cizl, Smith.
Ordinance Passes#36-13
MEETING ADJOURNED: With no further business before this council, Motion by
Kovach/Second by Elliott to adjourn at 8:03 PM. Yeas All.
CLERK OF COUNCIL AFFIRMATION: This Meeting Of The City Council Of
The City Of Sheffield Lake, Ohio Was Held And Conducted Under All Rules And
Regulations Governing The Sunshine Laws Of The State Of Ohio As They May Apply. All meetings are recorded and available in council offices.
________________________________
CLERK OF COUNCIL/COMMITTEES
Kay Fantauzzi

________________________________
COUNCILPRESIDENT
Rick Rosso
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and/or
________________________________
COUNCIL PRO TEM
Eric S Elliott
I, Kay Fantauzzi, duly appointed Clerk of Council
of Sheffield Lake DO HEREBY CERTIFY that
this is a true and exact copy of the Minutes of
COUNCIL of August 20, 2013.

________________________________
MAYOR
Dennis Bring

